Ovid® Nursing Edge
A New Nursing Package on Ovid® Discovery

Ovid Nursing Edge provides your users with access, via
Ovid Emcare, to millions of bibliographic records, some
of the nursing field’s most lauded journals and eBooks,
and additional bibliographic records from the Ovid
MEDLINE® nursing subset. But Ovid Nursing Edge isn’t
simply a content package—our proprietary nursing lexicon
and controlled vocabulary enables pinpoint information
searching and Ovid Discovery®, our discovery-and-delivery
platform, expands your search beyond Ovid and even your
own library portal!

Comprehensive
Nursing Full-Text
and Bibliographic
Package Available
Only on Ovid Discovery

Why Ovid Nursing Edge?

Benefits of Ovid Nursing Edge:

• Combines cutting-edge
bibliographic and full-text
content, a search lexicon and
vocabulary that “speaks nurse,”
and a workflow solution—all in
one!

• Vastly increases resource discoverability and usage by
providing a single search point to bibliographic records,
full text, and multimedia

• One-click, integrated searching of
27 nursing journals, 115 nursing
eBooks, and millions of
bibliographic records from Ovid
Emcare, Ovid Nursing Database,
and Ovid Discovery index

• Offers a simple interface that requires little training and
no cataloging

• Designed for nurses in practice,
education, research, or
management
• Ability to focus training efforts on
only one search and discovery
platform for your nursing needs
• Fully compliant with any mobile
device!

• Facilitates linkages to indexed and non-indexed resources
including scholarly, free, and commercial publishers and
information providers

• Minimizes costs spent on document delivery and library
portal maintenance
• Available in 12 languages — Arabic, Simplified Chinese,
Dutch, English (US and UK), French, German, Hebrew,
Italian, Japanese, Portuguese and Spanish
• Identifies missing content by offering sophisticated usage
analytics that show frequently requested eResources
• Includes an advanced and easy to use A to Z tool for
accessing and browsing eLibrary holdings
• Allows nurses to stay up-to-date on their favorite nursing
journals with eTOC Alerts

Ovid® Nursing Edge

All
Accessible
via Ovid
Discovery!

What’s Included?
Authoritative Full-Text Content from Lippincott

• 115 eBooks, including the Nursing Drug Handbook® and titles from the Nurse’s 5-Minute Clinical Consult,
Lippincott Manual, Nursing Made Incredibly Easy! ®, Nurse’s Quick Check, and Lippincott Review series
• 27 journals spanning numerous nursing sub-disciplines; titles include AJN: American Journal of Nursing, Journal
` of Nursing Care Quality, Critical Care Nursing Quality, and Nursing2018

Ovid Emcare
• Over 5 million bibliographic records derived from over 3,700 international, unembargoed journals
• Includes access to roughly 1,800 journals not indexed in any other nursing-focused database
• Content coverage spans a wide range of nursing and allied health subdisciplines

Ovid MEDLINE Nursing Subset
• Ability to instantly link from the bibliographic record to more than 20,000 journal articles from over 300 journals
in nursing and allied health

Who Uses Ovid Nursing Edge?
• Nurses in clinical situations at the bedside—instant access to clinically oriented
information when you need it

Award-winning Support
and Consultative Services
•

Ovid’s award-winning
support teams help
implement tools into your
library for the most optimized
deployment, promotion,
training, configuration, and
customization.

•

24/7 support is available in
over 20 different languages.

• Advanced practice nurses and researchers—deep-dive literature searching for
short- or long-term research projects or patient care
• Faculty members and other educators—involved in basic, advanced, or
continuing education curriculum development and teaching
• Nurse managers—improves efficient access to information, leading to better
patient and clinical outcomes

The global Customer Engagement team has
attained best-in-class recognition through
Omega Management Group’s NorthFace
ScoreBoard AwardTM for superior customer
satisfaction scores for the last five years running.

Request Your Free Trial of Ovid Nursing Edge Today!
Contact your Ovid Representative to learn more or email
sales@ovid.com.

0418   8-V075

